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Take on the role of a mayor and
leader of a group of engineers in

a frozen world. Create an
efficient and self-sufficient
colony with your workers,

construct a network of power
lines that will bring heat and
light to your city and protect

your people, and take your city
with you on a journey into the

depths of the frozen world! Will
you be able to keep your people

warm and survive the coming
winter? The cold winter awaits
you. Learn from your mistakes

and build a better and more self-
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sufficient community. Create an
efficient society that will survive

the extreme climate. Grow,
harvest, mine, and trade to

keep your population alive. Take
your city with you on a journey
into the depths of the frozen
world! The choice is yours -

welcome the incoming winter
and prepare for the harsh,

potentially fatal, consequences
of your decisions. Features: -

Explore the depths of winter to
uncover the secrets of a frozen
world with endless replayability.

- An original dark and chilling
story set in the deep recesses of

the frozen world. - Craft the
most efficient society you can

envision by building new
buildings, improving existing

technology, and optimizing your
resources. - Recruit employees,

create a labour union, craft
machines, and build a

hydroelectric power plant that
will keep your people warm. -

With new mechanics the game
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has never seen, you'll need to
manage resources more
carefully and consider

consequences of your decisions.
- Make your journey through the
depths of the frozen world more

diverse and challenging by
building new technology,

climbing mountains, sailing on
ice floes, and tunneling through
the ice. - Craft new inventions to
help build your society from the

ground up. - Receive new
shelter types and items for your
survivors in your expedition into
the frozen world. - Record your
progress with new Stats and a
Snow Report. - Find out more
about the Arctic disaster and
the survivors in the outlying

settlements. - Investigate the
abandoned mine and reveal the

secrets of a once powerful
society. - Craft ancient

technological artefacts. - Craft
new books of laws that will

influence the society you are
building. - Craft new
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technological equipment. - Craft
new goods. - Learn more about

the world of Frostpunk. Key
Features: - Explore the depths of
the frozen world to uncover the

secrets of a strange and
mysterious world. - An original
story set in the extreme winter
conditions of a frozen world. - A

large open-ended campaign
with meaningful choices and

consequences.

Sacred Citadel Features Key:

Real-time Game Counter

Earn and use Items between Game levels

Become an ace in the game...

Use the Morphology Engine to create and control
your Avatar!

Build, Craft and DESTROY your own Uber Base to
fight for survival!

Rivets are your friend... they build your armor!

Build a huge genome to gain even more power!

Increasing number of Special Attacks

Fiber Optics: 1 Fiber does 1000 damage

Optimized Portrait interface

NEW in Version 2.1.1:

Bug fixes

Minor Tweaks
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Added Plot3D-Lambda-LambdaSuite.jar

NEW in Version 2.1.0:

Real-time Plotter-Fixed!

Additional Tips-Byron-(1m)]

Level B

OLDER Version Update:

Games-spongebob-in-elixir-o-life.txt

Games-spongebob-more-bruises-in-elixir-o-life.txt

OLDER Version:
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